
Minutes of the Meeting

Chalk Radio: Podcast about Inspired Teaching at MIT from MIT Open Courseware

Participants: Sarah Hanson, from MIT Open Courseware (Host), Justin Rike, Assistant

Professor in Comparative Media Studies, Teaching Systems Lab (Guest Speaker)

Purpose: To discuss the ways to transform our traditional learning environments into

remote ones

Discussion Points

● The host introduced the guest speaker - Justin Rike

● The guest began with  a brief introduction to the kind of work he’s been doing and

continues to do by providing guidance to schools and school leaders on distance

learning

● The host asks the guest how schools and educators can approach remote learning,

with so much changing each day  what are the most important things educators

should be thinking about

● Guest discussed two principles that can be followed to adapt to this changing

environment first Keep it Simple, and second to partner with students in k12 with

their families

● The host mentioned that synchronous vs asynchronous teaching is at the core of

what the guest’s message

● The guest spoke about how synchronous teaching is not always possible and

educators should modify the curriculum into short tasks/activities, daily guides

that can be done over the period of a week combined with constant feedback,

encouragement, and check-in’s

● The host stated that shifting from synchronous to asynchronous teaching could be

the answer to several logistical problems that are being faced both by educators

and students with the sudden introduction of remote learning eg: access to Wifi,

● The guest further discussed the issues that have risen with the onset of the

pandemic and the shift to remote learning, and how students from affluent

backgrounds have access to Wifi and devices and are able to keep up with their

studies whilst the not so well to do students or families who have been impacted

by the recession struggle to keep up and require support and help.

● The host stated that one of the challenges that educators face is helping students

keep on track with their education especially students in core classes

● The guest speaker explained that educators would need to strategically determine

which subjects and lessons could be taught and which one’s courses could be

shortened. Educators would have to pay special attention to critical lessons and

work out a strategic method to complete those.

● The host suggested that new teaching practices and developing education

material for educators may be crucial at this point and one syllabus or

curriculum may not be suitable for all

● The guest speaker explained that students differ from place to place and a lot of

educators feel the need to reinvent practices and curriculum.



● The hosts asked how the success of remote learning can be measured and what

models are best-suited during a time like this

● The guest said that in the current scenario it would be difficult to find a way to

measure what methods are successful and which ones are not.

● The guest ended by saying that in the current scenario the best solution would be

to avoid replicating the traditional school at home. There are lots of other ways of

learning at home and celebrate those learning.

● The host ended by providing some links and sources where one could find more

information about remote learning and some interviews by the guest speaker.

Call to action:

1. Listener to go through the links and sources for more information

2. Listeners to take remote education more positively and celebrate the opportunities

3. Listeners to find learning opportunities at home and do activities to learn at home

like cook or bake.


